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ABSTRACT
Questions with regard to the genuineness of amnesia and DID in
forensic settings have been of considerable past concern in tTials of
accused criminals claiming amnesia, accused perpetmtors ofincest
and psychotherapists accused ofnegligently implanting memories or
creating DID symptoms. This study has used document examination methods to investigate 30 different manuscripts suspected to have
been mailed by three alters of a DID patient. In the present single
case study we havefound that despite the striking differences between
the three handwritings identified, single authorship ofthe documents
could be established. We have also shown that these handwritings
could not have been a result ofconscious disguise, and we were thus
able to determine the authenticity ofthe phenomenon. FoTensic implications of these findings are discussed.

The syndrome ofdissociative iden ti ty disorder (DID) has
recently been a source of some controversy (Bliss, 1988; Dell,
1988a; Dell, 1988b; Goodwin, 1985; Kluft, 1987; Ross, 1989).
It has been proposed that personality alters were the creation
of naive therapists or that the personality splits were no more
than dramatic role-pla~ng by histrionic or malingering
patients eager to please their therapists (Spanos, 1996). The
genuineness of the phenomenon is a question of concern
not only to psychotherapists but also to forensic experts. The
importance of this question and the difficulties qf determining whether a criminal has a real DID or not were reflected in the debate about Kenneth Bianchi, the "Hillside
Strangler" (Orne, Dinges, & Orne, 1984; Watkins, 1984).
Addressing this concern, the DSM-IV (American Psychiatric
Association, 1994) suggested that DID "must be distinguished from malingering in situations in which there may

be financial or forensic gain ... " (p. 487). Kluft (1984) defined
an alter personality in DID as "an entity with a firm, persistent and well-founded sense of self and a characteristic and
consistent pattern of behavior and feelings in response to
given stimuli." Handwriting is considered to be a complex
produetofa long period of modification of the form learned
at elementary school and its adaptation to the writer's character and temperamen t. As such, this parameter could give
us some clues as to whether given DID alters represent some
form of malingering or disguise; or whether it is a genuine
consistency of dissociated personality patterns.
The existence of different handwritings in DID patients
has been reported before (Braun, 1983; Kluft, 1987; Putnam,
1989). The significance of these differences compared with
the normal range of variation in handwriting expected in
the general population has also been documented (Yank,
1991) .
A developed handwriting is characterized by specific
departures from the copybook practice which permit its identification beyond reasonable doubt. When presented with
different handwritings we are mostly impressed by the general pictorial effect of the script. We can differentiate
between handwritings or even recognize them even by
superficial examinations. In order to determine identityversus disguise of questioned handwritings, the forensic system
usually consults a document examiner who uses a variety of
procedures, typically including handwriting examination.
The document examiner studies letter design and size on
two or more documents. After stud)~ng the markings of the
questioned documents the expert ventures an opinion about
whether the same person wrote the documents.
The examination of handwritings suspected of having
been executed by different alters of a DID patient should not
only address the question of identity (namely, are different
people responsible for the production of the pictoriallyvariant handwritings, or is this the making of one individual?)
but also tllat of disguise. Disguise is defined as handwriting
with the idea of hiding or forging identity. It can occur in
cases in which forensic or financial gain might be expected
if a DID diagnosis is accepted.
To determine whether or not unusual changes in the
handwriting specimens of anyone person could be attributed to conscious role playing or disguise, several of the prin- __
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ciples suggested b)' Harrison (1966) should be borne in mind.
For example, most disguise is relativeh'simple in nature and
Invohes attempts at changing the general pictorial effect. The
inlense concentration required for the maintenance of a
complex scheme of disguise is beyond the capability of the
a\erage person. It is also \'ery difficult to consistently and reliably aher inconspicuous characters of the I\'fillen lelters.
Ornamentation habits, marginal habits, line spacing, word
spacing, inset of panlgnlphs are all rarely affected by the disguise.
TIlis paper examines handwriting specimens received
as leuers from a DID patient ofLhe first author (E.S.). ~lan)'
of these letters ...·ere anonpnolls or were suspected of being
...Tiuen by alters who professed to honing malicious intent to
hurt the first author. his spouse. and the host personality.
and then place blame on the host personality. The purposes of the cUITClllsingle<ase stud}' were to try 10 determine:
I) if the various writings in the suspe<:tleners mailed to the
first author resemble spontaneous minor variations expected to be observed in people's script; 2) whether or nOt the
different handwritings could have been wrillen by one person, or were they rather more likely the productionsofmore
than one indi\>1dual: and 3) if indeed, in all likelihood, the
handwritings had been wrinen by the s<'\me person, could
this be an authentic phenomenon or could it possibl)' be a
result of disguise or forger}'?
THE CASE
Ruth was 39 years old when she ....as referred to the first
author for treatment. By the time of referral. she already had
a long history of suicidal beha,iors. psychiatric treaunenlS.
and hospitalizations, She ....as the victim of prolonged and
cruel paternal incest and of sc\'eral other instances of sexual abuse,
About three months into the u·eatment. accumulated
clinical C\idence "''<l.rranted the diagnosis of diS5OCiatiw~idenlily disorder (DID). This diagnosis was later independently
confinned by two other consulting psychologlsts. Eiglll
mOlllhs after the initial DID diagnosis the firsl author (£.5.)
received a letter from Ruth. mailed to his home address. II
was a firsl in a series of 1181ellers: selll. many of which ""ere
anonymous. to both his office and home addresses o"er a
period of 15 months b)' what were suspected to be differenl
personality ahers of Ruth. The patielll had seven k.nown
alters: 1) Ruth: The host pcrsonalil)' gave the impression of
a highly anxious, deeply depressed and confuscd woman witl}
borderline personality features. 2) Rlahir. a pcrseculOrdemon personalily, lhe inlrojeclcd bruml pare Ill, perceived
b), Ruth as possessing an e\'ilspirit; 3) RutMUr. seductive and
promiscuous, she had her own separate sexy \\'<l.rdrobe; 4)
fJopr. a protector intcmal self-helper and an excellelll consultant and ally to the therapist.; 5) ThL LutLL Onr. a fivc-fcarold child alter. frightened by the -big monster in the housc-;

6) Jm")~ a suicidal alter ofopposite sex '" ho assumed the iden-

tityofa 1000'ed cousin ""ho committed suicide in her carl) adulthood; and 7) It a talented, witJldrawn. adolescent poel.
~iETHOD

Ha"dwritillg Samples
Three distinct groups from Ihe suspect handwriting collection comprised of ten leuers each were smdied. The SPl."cimens were impressionisticall)' sampled by the first author
from a pool of 118 dated letters recei\'Cd. ThC}'wcre rcuiC\'ed
from three four-week periods, six months apart. as determined by the posunarks on the em·elopes. Each sample covered at least one sheet of 17cm x 2-km paper. The 30 specimens had all identif}ing data remO\'ed and were numerically
coded before being submitted to a registered document
examiner for blind im·estigation.
Measuring S)'.ftnn

No standard measuring method has yet been universally accepled as the recommended method for identification
of suspect documents. This investigation follO\l"ed the methodology developed by Harrison (1966) and Sandek. (1926/
1978) because ",'C felt the)' olTered a comincingl)' reliable
method for assessing the likelihood ofdisguise in document
examination. The in"estigali"e method in\'Olved lhe 'isual
comparison of randomly sampled graphical e1emenLS such
as commas_ leuer partS. whole leucrs. full \\·ords. as \\'ell as
comparisons ofwhole segments of the hand",Titing samples.
Equipment
The hand'\'fitings were studied ",ith the naked eye, ",ith
a magnifying glass and under ten- to forty-power magnifications through an American Optical comparison microscope. The magnified images were photographed bya Mirax
Laborec microscope camera and the rcsuhing piclures wcre
then subjected to investigation.
I'tvadun

During the time the document examination took. place.
the collaborating specialist had no knowledge about DID or
that the tJlerapisl ",-as treating DID patienLS. TIle sllspeelletters had been shuffied prior to being handed m'er to the
document examiner for investigation. He ",-as then given the
follo\\>1ng instructions: ~Enclosed are thirty leuers I ha\'e
received. I am unsure aoom tJle identity ofthe authors. Since
I have ne"er received such a barrAge ofslispectieuers before,
we would need rour help to identif}' the author or autilOfS
of these seemingl)' \~.triant handwritings. Firstly, could these
leuers represent the normal expecled \~driationsof the saille
longhand? Com·erscl)'. could these letters have been produced b)' more than one indi"idual? If)"ou conclude these
specimens are tJle works of one indi'idual. could rou establish whether this is a disguise or a genuine phenomenon?-
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FIGURE 1
Handwriting A
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word "I," and were
searched for evidence
that these letters were
indeed written over a prolonged period of time
rather than at one sitting
(a condi tion that can
make forgery easier). In
a post-hoc investigation
the first author contributed to the latter analysis by comparing the
contents of the letters
with available clinical
data from Ruth's therapy.
RESULTS

Variability
Three groups of
,
handwritings were iden;~
tified, clustered, and
labeled group A, B, and
C (see Figures 1, 2, and
3). The three sets oflongFIGURE 2
hand appeared to be conHandwriting B
sistent both throughout
each documen t and
across documents. The
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far as the script's distinction was concerned.
Numerous graphical
~\..
motifs uniquely characterized each set. For
example, the word "1,"
which can be considered.
The document examiner proceeded to divide th~ handas having meaningful projective properties, was characterwriting samples into three groups which he impressionalisized by extreme between-group divergence. Additionally,
tically felt were internally consistent and homogeneous.
handwriting A consisted of non-cursive rounded letters of
The differences among the groups were then characmedium to small size, written in an accurate manner with
terized. The documents were studied in terms of internal
rounded girlands and at right-angles to the line. The pace
consistency, flow and rhythm of movement, pattern of the
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and flow of the wntlng
seemed to ha\'e been controlled and slow. Hand....riting B was also noncursh·e. but it had much
poorer graphic qualit)·.
The script ...."aS lremorous.
and the lines were sometimes broken. As a result.
round shapes seemed at
times to be incomplete.
Other leuersappeared to
be \'el")' thin. depleted of
an)' \"Olume. occasionall)'
lacking loops and at times
repre ented by single
lines. Hand.....riting C \l>"3..'l
....T itten in a cursi"e Sl\'le,
....; lII a seemingl)' higher
speed of wriling. The
forms were characterized
by rounded figures and
loops with a sidewa)'s
expansion. The script
leaned forward (at a right slant) and ""'as characterized b)'
Mtaiis Mlhat were added to some letters at the beginning and
the end of\l>"Ords, and b)' inlernalloops obsen'ed mostly inside
round-shaped leuers.
The impressions of the document examiner concerning the three groups of handwriting led him to conclude that
lhey did nOl resemble normal changeability and varialion
typically resulting from transient physiological or psychological Slates. and thus could initially be suspected of having
been produced by different wrilers.
The Question of Singlliar Authorship

I) Further study of the handwriting samples revealed thal
all three groups shared problems in movement. Flow of
movement. pal·ticularly in groups A and B, '""as usuall)'
flawed and W'"<l$ characterized by elongated initial lines.
elaborate initial and terminal strokes, interruptions in
writing continuity. and dishannonious alterations ofpen
pressure. Flow disturbances in set A could be demonstraled by the overuse of block letters. especiall)' letters
F and K (e.g.. center of fourth line down in Figure I:
...fuiJ)' aware oJ... ). Problems in the line flow are clearl)'
obser..ed in the general tremor and bending of shapes
in script B (e.g.. lIIe last .....ord on figure 2: ... riptJ«/). While
group C seemed to have had a smoother flow of writing,
me mO'-ement ...."3..'l nevertheless assessed to have been
strained. stilted. and artificially paced. The almost calligraphic ornamentation such as in the .....ord I are a case
in point.

FIGURE 3

Handwriting C

2) Writings A_ B. and C maintained very similar size ratios
among lellers. words, and inter-word spacings. In different comparisons that were made. funhersimilarities.
(some vel)' inconspicuous) were found.
3) Scripts A and B. wriuen on lined paper, maintained an

overall excellent adherence to the lines.
4) Se"eral letter pauerns were found to be identical, for
instance, the letter r in sets A and B (e.g., girl. second
M

v

line up in Figure I; in Figure 2. part, fourth line up).
AnotherillustraLion is the reinforced straight foot of the
letter p in sets A and C (e.g., thna/JY, third line down in
scripl A, and fifth line down in script B). ScripLS A and
B contained vel)' similar inconspicuous pauerns of the
letter/(e.g., of, fourth line down in setA and fourth line
up in set B). The word lis usually taller man the rcst of
the script in most handwritings. In all three sets of longhand investigated in this stud)', me word I is presented
with small appearance (e.g.• in setA, fourm line up ... but
I do not... and in set C, fifth line up, whnll starUd... ).
All three handwrilingscontain pauernsimilarities in the
tails and glrlands of small letters, a, u and t! (e.g., in the letter t! in the .....ords aptmriak. first line script A; mitmrol. mird
line up. script B; and $«, fourth line dO\o>Tl, script C.) The
IS in all three setS are crossed at a relatively 10..... location compared with the general line of .....ords (e.g., last line, sel A.:
lhat. s«ond line up. set B: amvmimt. and first line, set C:
kft). Another indicator of single aumorship .....as a unique
placement of the i dot: a relati,-e1)' high and some.....hat for-
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ward positioning (e.g., set A, first line, in appreciate; set B,
third line up, in; and set C, second line down, night).
5) After the above results were produced by the document
examiner, the therapist identified further clinical corroborations as to the singular identity of the writer.
Handwriting A was signed by Ruth, the same name as
the host personality had. The latter readily reported that
she had indeed written some letters to me. Indeed handwriting A matched the handwriting on all the patient's
intake forms and diagnostic questionnaires. The contents
of script B matched the intrapsychic role and personal
style, as well as the negative transferential feelings of those
displayed by Ruthie, the persecutor-demon alter.
Although no personality alter ever assumed responsibility
for the written aggressive threats characterized by script
B, the contents of the written messages from this handwriting corresponded with processes and issues concurrently dealt with in the on-going therapy ofthis patient,
and tl1US could not have been written by a different person or ata different time. Handwriting Cwas signed with
the name Hope, the same name used by the patient's
protector and observer alter. Messages mailed to the therapist by Hope were in line with that alter's specific role
\\~thin the system. Her messages and advice were always
of timely relevance to issues and dilemmas that were concurrently dealt with in therapy. Witl, regard to the second research question we concluded that the numerous
letters written in handwritings A, B, and C were all produced by one and the same author, who had been identified as the DID patient, Ruth.
The Question ofDisguise
The diminished fluency and the poor rhythm in all three
sets raised questions in the document examiner's mind
regarding potential conscious role-playing. However, furmer
study of the questioned documen ts revealed that each of the
three scripts displayed a very high level of internal consistency born \\~thin each ma.nuscriptand across time. This had
been determined tllrough the systematic comparisons ofeach
handwriting's unique slant, pictorial patterns, and distribution of pen pressures along me lines. The handwriting variations wimin each group has been assessed to be within an
expected natural variability. Even tllOugh some of the manuscripts were rather long, no signs of fatigue, deterioration
in quality or inability to sustain tl,e original unique patterns
(problems typically found in disguised handwritings) were
here detected. Random horizontal measurements Qfletters
and comparisons of between-word spaciJ:!gs along anI:! across
scripts showed tl,e remarkable internal consistency that only
single authorship can generate. The different handwritings
were alternately presented dUling the investigated six-month
period, frequently representing abn.pt changes in the course
of a single day. This finding meant that me observed varia-

tions could not have been a result of a natural personality
development, nor could it have been accounted for by possible changes in healm.
E.S.'s post-hoc analysis of me letters concluded mat me
questioned manuscripts could not have been possibly written in one sitting, a fact that could have made forgery easier, because mey reflected au courant specific themes that
had been unfolding in me merapy. This particular fact was
fmmer supported by the dates written on me letters as well
as by matching postmarks on the envelopes.
CONCLUSION
Handwritings A, B, and C could not have been a product of normal variation or development nor could they have
been a result of role-playing, disguise or forgery. These pictorially different handwritings could thus be accepted as genuine and sincere occurrences even mough it was also established that they had all been produced by one and me same
aumor.
DISCUSSION
Without reliable and valid criteria for accurate differentiation between authentic DID handwriting samples and
possible malingering or forgeries of tl,e phenonemon,
potential problems in forensic discrimination between genuine and malingering DID defendants could not be adequately resolved. Coons (1991) reported that between 1977
and 1990, at least 18 accoun ts of American murder defendants with DID appeared in the scientific literature and the
lay press. Several clinicians pre\~ously suggested that the
prevalence of DID in incarcerated men could be considerably higher tl,an the literature on the subject would have
one believe (Bliss & Larson, 1985; Wilbur, 1985). Lewis and
Bard (1991) claimed that offenders who had DID and who
were amnestic for their crimes were not aware of their psychiatric condition and did not attempt to use their amnesia
as an excuse. Nevertheless, between 10% and 70% ofviolent
offenders claim amnesia for their crimes (Schachter, 1986).
The need to find auxiliary reliable diagnostic tools under
such circumstances is of paramount importance because
when faced with severe penalties, criminal defendants could
simulate dissociative identity disorder in an attempt to avoid
criminal responsibility (Appelbaum & Green, 1994; Behnke,
1997a & b; Braude, 1996). Indeed, such medico-legal concerns have been presented in recent articles (Appelbaum &
Greer, 1994; Beahrs, 1994; Saks, 1994). As DID becomes a
more familiar nosology, more offenders can become more
knowledgeable about the disorder and its relationship to vio~
lence. As a result we can expect higher frequencies ofsophisticated malingering by defendants.
We hope that mis single case-study may encourage further quantifiable and better controlled studies mat will reli-
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ably compare genuine DID J}<,\[ientS and malingerers on hand-

writing \<lriation (;letors. Nevertheless, we believe mat conIcnt analysis and document examination of manuscripts \\;th
different graphical pauems mat either predate the diagnosis of DID in ps}'chotherap)'oTthe retrieval ofrepressed memories of abuse can be Ofpolcillial \<tlue as an auxiliary diagnostic melhodol~' in legal cases where clinical authenticity
is questioned. •
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